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t.If6t5lotk td-fitiight isTdi"g do; the inclined plane, label each of the forces and

explain what each is.

2. If we increase the angle in the diagram shown, what will happen to the lotlnl force?

What will happen to tie force of gravity? The components of the force of gravity?

:

4. If forces of 15.0 N and 10.0 N act in opposite directions on a 5.00 kg object' what is the acceleration of the object? If the

objeot was initially at rest when the for"es were applied, how far has the object haveled after 5'0 seconds?

3. The law of inertia states that no force is required to maintain motion. why, then, do you have to keep pedaling your

f' 
'cle to maintain motion?

f,

5. ln what direction does the force due to drag point? How does this relate to summing forces and terminal velocity?

6. A child pulls a 30 N red wagon with a force of i5 N. What is the magnitude of the force that the wagon exerts on the

child? Why?

You,re happiest while you're making the greatest contribution. -Robert F' Kennedy
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